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The Western Meseta Shear Zone ,  a major and permanent  feature of the Hercynian belt in 
Morocco 
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Abstrac t - -We describe the permanence of dextral shearing along the WMSZ through Middle to Late Palaeozoic 
time. It determined the development of the sedimentary basins and then controlled Hercynian folding and 
metamorphism. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  A N D  G E O L O G I C  SE ' ITING R~BATA/ 8 

THE MOROCCAt~ Meseta is a fragment of the Variscan CASABL.ANCA~'Z/?'7~)_4x 

(Hercynian)  chain formed during the Late Palaeozoic at $ 3 _ ~  ~ ~ ,  
the northern edge of the Saharan shield. This ensialic 
belt appears to be divided into several domains whose --[1,/ " _ , . ~  ~Sx, }'~ 
paleogeographic and tectonic evolutions are somewhat ~ /o  ~ 

WMSZ ~ - ~ ,  ~ 'x A 
different. One of them, the Western Meseta Shear Zone  /~ ~ v x \ c 3  ,loo kin, 
(WMSZ),  is constituted by the western boundaries of AGADI 

basins of Lower  Carboniferous age and roughly / 1 Central massif 
2 NW Meseta 

quadrangular shape. This succession of sedimentary f 3 aela .... 

troughs can be followed, in a NNE-SSW direction for ~ 4 ~b,,et 
over  300 km, from the Sidi-Bettache area (North • 
Western Meseta)  to the Rehamna  and (probably) the 
Jbilet massifs (Fig. 1). Regionally, this zone separates Fig. 1. Situation of the Western Meseta Shear Zone (WMSZ) in the 

the Coastal Block, a slightly deformed domain in the Hercynian massifs of Morocco (hatched). 

westernmost Meseta, f rom the central and eastern parts 
of the Meseta, which are intensively affected by pre- and south, a narrow 15 km wide zonemthe  future shear 
post-Visean events, zone- - rece ived  chaotic deposits and proximal turbidites 

Broadly speaking, the WMSZ is characterized and is characterized by volcanic flows (andesitic or 
throughout  the Middle and Upper  Palaeozoic by a thin bimodal). West of this line, a raised block acted as a 
sedimentary cover on the platform (Coastal Block), con- source for the sediments. Easterly, on the contrary, a 
trasting with the thickness of the pile inside the trough, subsiding trough, the Sidi-Bettache basin, initiated. This 
and by a relatively strong, syn-metamorphic deforma-  pattern suggests that at the end of the Devonian the crust 
tion in which shearing processes are dominant,  had been deformed by a system of faults due to a regional 

The aim of this paper  is to summarize the paleogeo- arching. Some volcanic materials ascended along these 
graphic and tectonic evolution of this major  and perma- faults and then became interbedded with the chaotic 
nent structure, using various detailed publications sediments deposited on the scarp. The regional exten- 
(Piqu6 1979, Hoepffner  et al. 1975, Michard et al. sion of this faulted zone, its linear trend and the occur- 
1978), and to show its general characteristics as a shear rence of volcanic flows indicate that it is located upon an 
zone. Moreover ,  we think that this structural regime is important  fracture zone in the basement,  reactivated at 
widely (but not exclusively) representative of the Hercy-  the end of the Upper  Devonian. Moreover ,  the outline 
nian evolution of the northern margin of Africa. and the alignment of the sedimentary basins suggest that 

they are the result of the same regional mechanism. 
They may represent pull-apart basins, initiated by 

P A L E O G E O G R A P H I C  E V O L U T I O N  transcurrent movement  along dextral faults showing 
curvatures or changes of trend (cf. Crowell 1974) 

The Lower and Middle Palaeozoic succession is (Fig. 2).  
characterized by shales, quartzites and limestones depo- 
sited uniformly over the whole region, except in the 
southern part of the Coastal Block where the Silurian T E C T O N I C  E V O L U T I O N  
and Lower  Devonian are regressive. At the end of the 
Devonian,  the region underwent  a sudden differentia- The evolution of the western margin of these basins 
tion. From Rabat to the Rehamna,  and probably further during the Hercynian paroxysmal folding events will be 
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Fig. 2. D i a g r a m m a t i c  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  of  the  W M S Z  du r ing  ea r l i e r  s y n s e d i m e n t a r y  s tages .  

followed in two main regions, each of them corres- coarse cleavage often develops. In the Cherrat  fiver sub- 
ponding to a different structural and metamorphic  level: zone, the fundamental  F 1 folds, here upright and open, 
the Northwestern Meseta, with anchi- to epimeta- show dispersed axes within N-S axial planes (Fig. 3). 
morphism; and the Rehamna Massif, with epi- to This dispersion is permit ted by the tendency of the 
mesometamorphism, hinges to separate by shearing of the limbs. Considering 

that this shearing is never accompanied by refolding 
The northern pan of the WMSZ of the axial plane cleavage, one may assume that the 

sheafing motion took place in the same stress field as 
Regionally this zone (Fig. 3) separates the Coastal that of the folding itself, and therefore  that it represents 

Block to the west from the Sidi-Bettache basin (Korifia a late stage of the same folding episode in the corres- 
fiver region) to the east. We divide it into four subzones, ponding subzone. During a first stage, buckling appears, 

then, during a stage of flattening, cleavage appears and 
Structural trends. The Ben-Slimane subzone is charac- provides a new anisotropy which permits the shearing 
terized by upright N W - S E  F t folds, whose axes are hod-  displacement of the slices. 
zontal or slightly plunging. Parallel to their axial planes a This kind of deformation appears locally in the Ben-  
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Fig. 3. The northern part of the WMSZ; structural trends and folding. 
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Slimane subzone: wide strips (ribbons), with horizontal including mixed-layer minerals, and illite crystallinity. 
N W - S E  axes, separated by narrow strips with axes dis- On this basis, no metamorphic  or even diagenetic evolu- 
persed in N-S axial planes. This deformation is similar tion can be determined in the centre of the Coastal Block 
on a metric scale to that of the Cherrat  river subzone, and the Korifla river region, whereas a diagenetic, then 
Once again, as in the Cherrat  subzone, there seems to be anchimetamorphic and, finally, metamorphic  evolution 
no t ime-relation from one system to another,  and there- is obvious from these regions towards the Bouzniqa and 
fore it seems likely that the N W - S E  and N-S folds are, if Yquem river subzones (Fig. 4). Regionally, the western 
not strictly contemporaneous,  at least developed during margin of the Sidi-Bettache basin, that is the Western 
the same episode of deformation. Meseta Shear Zone,  appears to have suffered a 

More  generally the western limit of the Sidi-Bettache metamorphism which is more  accentuated than in the 
basin shows two megaribbons: the Ben-Slimane and the adjacent parts of the Meseta. More  detailed study shows 
Yquem fiver subzones, where folds are predominantly that metamorphism is more important  in the Bouzniqa 
N'W-SE. Three  narrower strips which form the borders  and Yquem fiver subzones where it reaches the epizone, 
of the megaribbons, are characterized by important  and is less developed in the Cherrat  river subzone which 
sheafing in N-S axial planes. They  are the Bouzniqa is characterized only by a diagenetic evolution. The 
faulted subzone, the Cherrat  river subzone and a third intensity of the metamorphism is not related to the 
strip, less developed,  at the eastern limit of the Yquem stratigraphic level. It is therefore clear that the distribu- 
river zone. tion of the metamorphism in the Western Meseta is due 

A. simple model gives an explanation for this complex to syntectonic heat flow, which was more important 
arrangement.  The N W - S E  folds are en 6chelon folds; along the shear zone. 
they were initiated in ribbons, each situated between Mapping of the structural levels (according to 
two potential  dextral strike-slip faults. During the cleavage type and fold wavelengths and profiles) shows 
deformation the sheafing progressively concentrated in that the deformation is not evenly distributed 
narrow NLs strips of various widths, especially in the throughout  the Meseta. Its distribution is roughly 
Bouzniqa and Cherrat  fiver subzones. At  the same time, parallel with the intensity of metamorphism. The rocks 
the strike-slip motion increased and the folds were bent are strongly deformed in the WMSZ,  especially in the 
at the limits of the ribbons, where axial planes became Bouzniqa faulted subzone and in the Yquem river 
N-S.  After  the fundamental  and complex F l episode, subzone. 
but in continuity with it, the strike-slip motion acted in a 
discontinuous way along strike-slip faults. The Southern part of the WMSZ in the Rehamna Massif 

Metamorphism and deformation. The very low degree The Rehamna Massif includes a northern part with 
of the metamorphism has been calibrated by the very low to low metamorphism, whose stratigraphic and 
determinat ion of the phyllosilicate assemblages, tectonic setting allows a good correlation with the 
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Fig. 4. The northern part of the WMSZ; metamorphism and cleavage repartition. 
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~ ~ . .  inclusions, that they grew during and after shearing 
RABAT~ ~'~ ~' i l ]'".1. ~ t ' ~ . ~  along $2 planes (Fig. 6b). 

domains become proport ional ly  less important  towards 
.-: the west. When passing through the Skhour subzone 

t I t l  r3"71 I I I I ~ ~ L " L I  i"", ~ limit, marked  by steeply dipping thrust faults, thep lanar  
II i I I i t I I  I I I  ~ ~ . . . . ,  : ~  structure is the dominant  feature.  

' ; ~ i i/I ! I I ' .~ . . . . .  I l i t :  I i I P " ~ : ~  ~ ~  The Central Rehamna.  The  Skhour subzone is charac- 
I i ; i i l l ~ .  ' ' ~  -~ E / / /  , / ~ / / / / / ¢ / ' / f k .  planar to linear structure, where folds are ~ + + ~ ; / ~ J / ~  ~ ' ~ ~ / / / , i ~ / ~ / / / ~ f  ~::~/Z~/'~" terized by a 

+ 4- " .~ rarely preserved.  General ly  the most  salient feature is a 
~ 4 -  4- + ~ ) , / j / ~ ~  steeply east dipping foliation (S-tectonites).  The 
~-~7-~.,I//////t_7_t_S~,~.,+ 4 - ~ / / , ' / / / /  phyllosilicates lie parallel to this Fl_ 2 foliation; the 
~ - ~ k ~ V . ~ j ~ _ ~ . 6 ¢ ~  f 0 ,0 ~0 garnet  crystals are rotational,  and the chloritoid and/or 

i~r'], ~ 2 ~J~3 17"7], F ' - ~  I'-Z'] ~ t;~:q, staurolite crystals are syn- to post-kinematic.  Outcrops 
show few F~ folds, they are mostly so f lat tened and 

Fig. 5. The southern part of the WMSZ in the Rehamna massif: s tretched that they have been destroyed. Their  hinges 
general setting of the structural subzones and of the thermal structure, fornl rods and their limbs are disrupted by an intense 
1: Coastal block (Cambro-Ordovician). 2: Skhour subzone (mainly boundinage.  
Cambro-Ordovician). 3: Devonian of Northern Rehamna and east 
margin of (2). 4: Cambro-Ordovician of Eastern Rehamna and of the In the core of the subzone, the dip of the foliation 
east margin of (2). 5: Devonian and Lower Carboniferous of Eastern decreases whilst the horizontal L, 2 lineation develops 

Rehamna. 6: Intrusive granite. 7: Biotite-garnet northern limit. (L + S tectonites). Kyanite appears,  late to post-  

kinematically crystallized. In a Devonian  conglomerat ic  
nor thern part  of the WMSZ.  We shall consider here the layer, the deformat ion of the pebbles is essentially 
principal part  of the massif (central and southern parts),  extensional,  reaching axial ratios of X /Y  = 20. These 
affected by a high thermal  syntectonic heat  flow. It is prolate pebbles indicate a main flow, nearly horizontal 
divided in three subzones;  f rom west to east, the Coastal  in the N N E - S S W  direction. At  the western margin of 
Block, the Central  R eham na  (Skhour subzone) and the this central subzone, the structure progressively passes 
Eastern  Rehamna  (Fig. 5). to the simple folding of the Coastal  Block as the 

me tamorph i sm decreases. 
The Eastern Rehamna.  In this subzone two 
synmetamorphic  episodes of folding are known. F 2 folds 
are super imposed on F~ folds and they deform the So_ 1 D I S C U S S I O N  
foliation. The  Fz folds have N-S  steeply dipping axial 
planes marked  by a metamorphic  F 2 foliation. The F 2 Both regions considered here are parts of the same 
folds' asymmetry  indicates tectonic t ransport  to the major  structure ~ a long narrow zone between the con- 
West, and their oblique orientat ion relative to the major  tinuous Coastal  Block and the more  complicated 
reverse fault of the massif (Fig. 5) is in accord with a Central  Meseta  domain ~ and consequently must be 
dextral slip along faults. The F2 axes are commonly  dis- explained by the same major  mechanism. The  structural 
persed in the axial plane and somet imes  present  a pat tern  of the whole region was initiated early during the 
marked  curvature.  In every case, the succession of folds sedimentary period. The general shape and the related 
is interrupted by shear planes parallel to the F 2 axial facies of the Sidi-Bettache basin suggest dextral slip 
planes, and commonly  localized in their shorter  and faults (Fig. 2). The same faulted zone acted again during 
western limbs. At  the outcrop scale, the pat tern often the syn metamorphic  tectonic period ~ early Late Car-  
realized is constituted by strips of various widths in b o n i f e r o u s -  with a syn metamorphic  dextral slip. The 
which F2 hinges are preserved,  and by narrower  zones, in en 6chelon disposition of the folds in the northern part,  
which F 2 folds are no longer recognizable (So_~ foliation their asymmetry  and their orientat ion in the southern 
transposed into $2). Thus folded strips are separated by one, also suggest such dextral displacements. The 
narrow zones characterized by planar structures (Fig. displacements continued and accentuated the 
6a). A similar pat tern  also characterizes the microscopic synsedimentary movements .  They correspond to the 
scale: in the folded domains,  for instance at the hinge of nor thward slip of the rigid Coastal Block relative to the 
a metric-scale fold, the $2 planes isolate microlithons. Central  Meseta  region. 
The bending of the So- t foliation inside the microlithons In the northern part,  the shear zone is constituted by 
indicates modera te  movements  along $2 planes. Newly an alternation of ' r ibbons ' ,  showing en 6chelon major  
crystalized muscovite andbio t i te  grew a r o u n d F  2 hinges folds, and narrower  strips characterized by planar 
in polygonal arcs. In the planar domains,  where $2 folia- structures. The strips are the result of the progressive 
tion is generalized, the microlithons disappear,  the S 0_ t concentrat ion of the shearing motion. In a later stage of 
foliation is reor iented into S 2, and the new phyllosili- the tectonic evolution, strike-slip faults, still generally 
cates develop parallel to S:. Garnet ,  chloritoid and dextral, appeared  in the same strips. 
staurolite crystals indicate, by the disposition of their In the southern part  (Rehamna) ,  the shear deforma-  



(a) 

(b) 
Fig. 6. (a) Eastern Rehamna. The So_~ foliation is refolded by F 2 folds. The development of shear planes, parallel to the F 2 
folds axial planes leads to a planar structure which is mostly localized on the shorter limb of these folds. (vertical view, lenglh 
of the rule is 15 cm) (b) A chloritoid crystal is situated in a microlithon which shows folded $1 between two planar domains in 
which S~ is parallet to S 2. The sigmoid S~, inside the chloritoid prism, shows that this crystal grew during shearing. The 
development of the S 2 foliation (parallel to the length of the picture) is synmetamorphic. (Crossed nicols, the length of the 

photomicrograph represents about 5 mm.) 
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tion is typical of a deeper  s tructural level  than that which perhaps  decrease to the south where they might be 
opera ted  in the nor thern region. This is related to a partly t ransformed in the transverse ( E - W )  folding of 
higher syntectonic thermal  flow. A zone of relatively the cover, and in the vertical uplifting of basement  
high thermal  flow probably  extended f rom the R e hamna  blocks. This uplifting might have produced some 
up to the Central  Meseta.  The  R e h a m n a  area corres-  d6collements of the cover  and its deformat ion by low- 
ponds to the interse.ction of this N E - S W  trend with the angle thrusts. 
WMSZ.  There,  a t ransverse tectonic gradient existed as 
in the northern part  of the WMSZ.  In the eastern 
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